Welcome to The Periodic Table of Enterprise Data Protection. It maps the data protection modernization journey of enterprises and serves to explain the complexities of the subject matter in an organized and structural format. It also provides a stark comparison between traditional data protection and the various use cases of modern data protection from a transformational journey perspective.

### Traditional Data Protection

**Data Protection Transformation**
- **1** Tb Tape Backup
- **2** Tr Tape Recall
- **3** Tle Tape Library Encryption
- **4** Ot Offsite Tape
- **5** Trm Tape Resource Management

**Operations**

**Security**

**Cloud**

**Data Management**

### Native Direct Data Protection for Enterprise and Next Gen Applications Workloads

- **51** AWS Amazon Web Services
- **52** Az Microsoft Azure
- **53** Vc VMware Cloud on AWS
- **54** Gcp Google Cloud Platform
- **55** ALC Alibaba Cloud
- **56** Ic IBM Cloud
- **57** Vs Virtustream
- **58** Pc Private Cloud

### Systems and Platforms Supported

- **59** Dm Data Migration Services
- **60** Rs Residency Services
- **61** Ss Support Services
- **62** Ds Deployment Services
- **63** Ms Managed Services
- **64** Ad Advisory Services
- **65** Cra Cyber Recovery Advisory
- **66** Apo Application Portfolio Optimization

### Private and Public Cloud Platforms

- **42** Or Oracle
- **43** Pivotal
- **44** Mf Mainframe
- **45** Li IBM i
- **46** Os Open Systems
- **47** Vm VMware
- **48** Mhv Microsoft Hyper-V
- **49** Kvm OpenStack KVM
- **50** Co Containers

### Data Protection Support and Deployment Services, Consulting and Advisory Services

- **55** ALC Alibaba Cloud
- **56** Ic IBM Cloud
- **57** Vs Virtustream
- **58** Pc Private Cloud

Download e-Guide on the use of the Periodic Table of Enterprise Data Protection:

Read more: DellEMC.com/dataprotection
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